
Some executives see the nonprofit
world’s challenges as threatening,
while others find them exciting. Why
the difference?

The secret is in executives’ self-definition as learner. Leaders who con-
tinuously seek learning see challenges as stimulating, not ominous. Rather
than turn away from change, they view it as a chance to grow, to reach new
heights of excellence. As Stephen Covey puts it:

Those people and organizations who have a passion for learning—
learning through listening, seeing emerging trends, sensing and
anticipating needs in the marketplace, evaluating past successes
and mistakes, and absorbing the lessons that conscience and prin-
ciples teach us…will have enduring influence.1

WHAT IS THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION?
So, what is a learning organization? It’s an organization that’s skilled at

creating, acquiring, and transforming knowledge and at modifying behavior
to reflect new information.2 New ideas are essential for learning to take
place. However, ideas can’t by themselves create a learning organization.
We must also change the way work gets done. Otherwise, what exists
remains but a potential for improvement.

In a learning organization, change takes place in three steps:
1. People are exposed to new ideas and begin to think differently.
2. They change their behavior. 

The Nonprofit 
Executive as Chief
Learning Officer
Why you need to turn your nonprofit into a 
learning organization—and how to do it.
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3. Their performance improves, and we find
tangible gains, such as superior quality, bet-
ter delivery, increased membership, more
revenue, larger endowments, or other tangi-
ble gains.3

WH0 IS THE CHIEF 
LEARNING OFFICER?

The CLO—the Chief Learning Officer—is often
the executive director. But the CLO can be anyone in
a leadership role within the organization whose
actions give shape to the organization that learns.

The nonprofit leader as CLO must be transforma-
tional.  Transformational leaders are visionaries and
change agents who are courageous, value-driven,
lifelong learners; they are able to deal with complexi-
ty, ambiguity, and uncertainty.4

Transformational leaders move people to higher
degrees of consciousness. With these leaders, people
embrace such causes as liberty, freedom, justice, and
self-actualization, and discard fear, greed, jealousy,
and hatred. They are motivated from their everyday
selves to their better selves.5 Because they admire and
trust the leader, they accept new learning initiatives.
The CLO’s love of learning inspires them to seek
learning themselves and to help in the transforma-
tion to a learning organization.

How do nonprofit executives become transfor-
mational in caliber? By making the functions of the
CLO integral to their very identity as leaders.  

WHAT IS THE CHIEF 
LEARNING OFFICER’S ROLE?

The CLO has five functions, which make learning
come alive in the organization:

1. Exemplify the learning organization. The most
effective way to lead is by example. It’s also the most
difficult. People demand of their leader higher stan-
dards of conduct than they ask of themselves. In
essence, leaders have less behavioral freedom than
those they lead.  

One increasingly important skill is “self-learning”
or learning how to learn.6 You must be able to ana-
lyze your thinking processes (for example, the way
you solve problems) and find ways to improve them.
You also need the emotional skill to learn from both
success and failure and the flexibility to change your
assumptions.

Leaders as effective learners continually gather
information about changing conditions. They test
ideas by seeking reactions from board members, col-

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES TO BE A CHIEF
LEARNING OFFICER?

____Do you view daily learning as an integral part of your
life?

____Are you quick to change old ways of thinking as the
world changes?

____Do you make sure that people have time for learning?
____Do you check your ideas by getting the reactions of oth-

ers?
____When people make mistakes, do you applaud their will-

ingness to take risks?
____Do you constantly share a vision of your organization as

a place to learn?
____Do you let people know how they can improve their

learning performance?
____Are you willing to experiment?
____Do you eliminate boundaries between people in your

organization so that no one is isolated?
____Are you always up-to-date on trends and changes in the

environment?
____Do you have high performance expectations and confi-

dence in people’s ability?
____Do you reward people for learning?
____Do you listen carefully to others and ponder their ideas?
____Do you have a clear idea of your values? Do your per-

sonal and organizational values coincide?
____Do you make sure that everyone has ready access to

information that may be helpful?
____When you receive negative messages, do you punish the

messengers? Or do you commend them for having the
courage to tell the truth before issues become disasters? 

____Do you enjoy the complexity of change more than the
false simplicity of the status quo?

____Do you give people all the information and authority
they need to make decisions?

____Do you build teams throughout your organization? 
____Are you a good team member? Do you constantly work

at becoming an even better one?
____Do you teach by example?
____Do you encourage the leader in everyone?
____Are you able to handle ambiguity and uncertainty?
____Do you see mistakes as a normal part of life?
____Do you evaluate learning progress, and let people know

how they’re doing?
____Do you channel people’s energies toward a vision of the

organization as learner?
____Is most of what you do motivated by your values?
____Do you embody the learning organization and share an

image of how the organization is different since it has
taken on an identity as learner?



leagues, staff, and outside experts.7 They listen humbly to oth-
ers and reflect upon what they hear.

2. Shape a vision of the organization as learner. There can
be no leadership without vision.8 The CLO must develop a
clear and appealing vision of a learning organization. Perhaps
that vision is of a high-energy organization whose people are
passionate learners, excited about what they do. Perhaps the
vision is of a bold challenger determined to learn from every
event—adversity, challenge, problems, and successes. You can
make this vision more tangible with themes such as “There’s
no such thing as nothing more to learn” or “We’re learning a
living.” You can embed this vision into your very mission (as
in “We are a learning organization.”) Share your vision with
everyone who contributes to the organization—board mem-
bers, other executives, paid staff, and volunteers. 

3. Design the organization for learning. You need to direct
learning so that it occurs by design, not happenstance. Be sure
the environment is conducive to learning, with time to ana-
lyze, reflect, and plan. 

Stimulate the exchange of ideas by opening up bound-
aries. You can do so by arranging conferences, meetings,
board-staff interactions, project teams, and informal get-
togethers. Help people see that these open boundaries are
there for them to learn from others and let others learn from
them. 

Create learning goals for programs and events. Set goals
to help people grasp new information from mission studies,
systems audits, strategic plans, marketing plans, asset analy-
ses, benchmarking studies, customer surveys, and supplier
surveys.   

4. Empower people to learn. People have enormous talent,
ingenuity, intelligence, and creativity, most of which lies dor-
mant during their work hours. Should your nonprofit’s vision
support the individual’s purpose, enormous energy can be
created. Empowerment is the process of helping people find
mutual benefit to self and organization.

Great leaders realize that envisioning without empower-
ment leads to an unfulfilled vision. People closest to a prob-
lem usually have the best ideas on how to solve it, so promote

empowerment throughout the organization. When you do so,
you enhance people’s self-esteem, motivating them to perform
beyond expectations.

5. Assess learning. Be sure not only to set learning goals but
also to evaluate progress toward those goals. Share these
assessments with staff so that they can celebrate successes and
make necessary changes. Such feedback will keep people
motivated, help them learn from experience, and promote
continual improvement.

Remember, we learn most when adversity forces us to
overcome our limitations.9 The learning organization encour-
ages us to look at problems as opportunities that can lead to
unprecedented growth, learning, and proficiency. In our
rapidly changing environment, the nonprofit organizations
that endure will be continuous learners. ■
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